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This Easy, Step By Step Guide Will Tell You Exactly How To Grow Your Own Personal

Cannabis Plant And How To Use It To Make Marijuana Infused Edibles And E-Juice!Do you like

Weed? I assume the answer is yes since you are reading this right now. Do you want to know

how to grow your own Marijuana plant? Or how to use the Cannabis you get from that plant

and make edibles with that? Or maybe you’re a vaping kind of person and was wondering if

you can make your very own cannabis infused E-Juice that you can just put in your regular

vaporizer and vape away? Well look no further my friend because I got you! In this book, you

will find easy to read and easy to follow, step by step instructions on how to do just that!

However, I must forewarn you! This book is not meant to give a comprehensive account of

every method out there. Nor does it aim to give the latest, cutting edge methods of growing and

transforming weed. The reason is because it is so easy to get overwhelmed before even

starting. This is why, this book, above all else, first and foremost, reaches for simplicity. It is

meant for people who never grew a single plant before or maybe someone who has, but really

has a vague idea of the process involved. If you are an expert who seeks to grow weed on an

industrial level and is looking for ways to do so in the most efficient, high yielding way, this is

not a book for you. However, if you just want a small personal plant to yield a decent amount of

marijuana and would also like to know how to make a weed cookie or a weed infused vape

juice, then this book will be perfect for you. I purposely aim to avoid all the technical fluff that is

so often accompanies by these kinds of books. I will do my best to avoid as much of scientific

language as possible and will focus on providing you with a concise, easy to understand

process which when followed to the letter, will produce a respectable and consistent

result.Here is a Preview of What You'll Learn...The Basic Facts About MarijuanaHow To Grow

Your Very Own Personal Cannabis PlantHow To Infused Marijuana into EdiblesHow to Make

Cannabis E-JuiceSo get this book NOW. You'll be happy you did!



Marijuana: A Quick and Practical Guide for BeginnersHow to Grow, Cook Edibles & Make Oils

for Recreational & Medital UseTable of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1: Marijuana
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PlantChapter 4: Hot to Cook Cannabis Infused EdiblesChapter 5: Hot to Make Marijuana

Infused E-JuiceConclusionIntroductionDo you like Weed? I assume the answer is yes since

you are reading this right now. Do you want to know how to grow your own Marijuana plant? Or

how to use the Cannabis you get from that plant and make edibles with that? Or maybe you’re

a vaping kind of person and was wondering if you can make your very own cannabis infused E-

Juice that you can just put in your regular vaporizer and vape away? Well look no further my

friend because I got you! In this book, you will find easy to read and easy to follow, step by step

instructions on how to do just that! Before we begin however, I must forewarn you! This book is

not meant to give a comprehensive account of every method out there. Nor does it aim to give

the latest, cutting edge methods of growing and transforming weed. The reason is because it is

so easy to get overwhelmed before even starting. This is why, this book, above all else, first

and foremost, reaches for simplicity. It is meant for people who never grew a single plant before

or maybe someone who has, but really has a vague idea of the process involved. If you are an

expert who seeks to grow weed on an industrial level and is looking for ways to do so in the

most efficient, high yielding way, this is not a book for you. However, if you just want a small

personal plant to yield a decent amount of Pot and would also like to know how to make a

weed cookie or a weed infused vape juice, then this book will be perfect for you. I purposely

aim to avoid all the technical fluff that is so often accompanies by these kinds of books. I will do

my best to avoid as much of scientific language as possible and will focus on providing you

with a concise, easy to understand process which when followed to the letter, will produce a

respectable and consistent result. With that in mind, I hope you’ll enjoy the book and if you do,

please leave an honest review So, thank you for downloading it, and let’s get started!Marijuana

OverviewThere is a reason why they call it Weed. And that is because growing it is not exactly

rocket science. You plant a seed in good soil, you water it, you give it light, heat, air and it will

yield you a harvest which you collect and process to get you to the final product. Below is a

quick overview of the whole process which the plant undergoes during its lifetime from seed to

weed.Germination StageThis is the stage when you plant the seed, you water it, you give it

light and warmth and then just wait for the seed to break out.Vegetative StageThis is the stage

when the plant grows into the size and shape you want, but does not yet produce any bud. As

long as you provide the plant with 12+ hours of light per day it will keep growing. If you want a

good yield, you will generally need to let the plant grow (“Vegetate”) for at least 4-6 weeks

before triggering the flowering stage. During the Vegetative stage, the plant should be getting

around 18-20 hours of light per day. This is also when you “train” your plant to grow into the

shape and size which you want to see… more on that later.
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Elizabeth Breen, “Recommended to BUY!. I got this book because me and my friend wanted to

grow a few plants for personal use. We are completely new to all this so we got this book to

help us along and we are so hqppy with it. Simple, step by step processes that are easy to

follow and replicate:) awesome!”

Dave Huss, “Great book..... This is great! Simple to peruse, down to earth exhortation. Well

ordered directions! I got it since I m new to this and simply needed to grow 1 plant for myself.

Exceedingly prescribe!”

Daniel J Perry, “Cheap and informative.!. cheap and informative. Easy to read! I agree with all

the comments above! Its a great book for people who just want a basic, practical

underatanding of what to do and how to do it when it comes to groqing your own plant.

Interesting to read.”

G Ninja, “Good read. Read it in less than an hour. I like that it's short and simple. I read several

books before this, so this was a good review. I'll be using this when I set up for the first time”

Ebook Tops Reader, “great book. Really a great book.I love this book . Simple to peruse, down

to earth exhortation.Recommended .”

Marithis, “Cannabis is becoming legal everywhere... This short .... Cannabis is becoming legal

everywhere... This short book will come in handy for people looking for simple step by step

instructions.”

Imran Khan$, “Read it !!. Good read but more depth on each issue would help it.Thanks .”

Shadow, “Good book. Very informative and interesting read.”

PS, “Awesome book! Really well written and gives practical advice .... Awesome book! Really

well written and gives practical advice for beginners. If you this is your first time growing, great

book to get you going.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “In detail and easy to read. VeryHelpful! In detail and easy to read.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 21 people have provided feedback.
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